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Long Eaton Glass Ltd
Why choose Long 
Eaton Glass?
At Long Eaton Glass Ltd, we 
believe quality of product, 
expert installation and aftercare 
service are all paramount to a 
successful home improvement. 
Whether that be replacement 
Windows, Composite front 
doors, Soffits & Fascia’s, new 
double-glazed units etc. We 
cover all areas of glazing and 
fenestration. 

These are the very 
foundations on which 
we have built our expert 
reputation. With over 30 years 
industry experience, our 
surveyors and installers have 
mastered their trade – which 
is why we are considered 
a premium fenestration 
installer by our previous and 
existing customers. 

Where it all started
Set up by two brothers back 
in 1985, Long Eaton Glass has 
a family ethos that extends 
to all our staff. Several team 
members have been with us 
for 10 years or more, with a 
couple having clocked up 15 
to 20 years. Whilst this speaks 
volumes about how we treat 
our staff, it also reflects the 
personal yet professional 
service we offer our customers.

Specialists in 
innovative glass 
solutions
If you’ve got a problem 
relating to glass, we can solve 
it! Our made to measure and 
precision cutting services 
means we can craft a wide 
range of glazing and glass 

processing products to your 
precise requirements. In the 
case of breakages or other 
damage, our expert team can 
repair your doors, windows 
and other home items to look 
as good as new.

Supporting our local 
economy
Many of our products are 
manufactured, measured 
and cut here on site at our 
workshop. Where possible, we 
source our materials locally 
and use local contractors 
when we need to outsource 
building works for larger 
projects. What’s more, we 
believe in supporting the 
next generation as our 
company grows. So, we’ve 
created our own in-house 
training programme so our 
experienced staff can pass on 
their knowledge to younger 
team members.

Check out 
our gallery on

page 45

11 Broad Street, Long Eaton NG10 1JH

      Tel: 01159 730 725 
Email: sales@longeatonglass.co.uk 
  Web: www.longeatonglassltd.co.uk      
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Inn Focus:
Hunter Arms, 
Church Street, Kilburn

In 2009, charismatic Canadian 
Mark Showers and his wife, 
Paula, rescued a forlorn looking 
hostelry, the Hunter Arms in 
Kilburn village from pub company 
Enterprise Inns. 

Built in 1879 when it 
was named after the 
owners of Kilburn 
Hall across the road, 
it didn’t take long 
for Mark and Paula 
to turn around the 
fortunes of the 
Hunter. From 
the off, Oakham 
(Peterborough) 
beers have been 
championed here, 
initially with Bishop’s 
Farewell and latterly 
with Citra which cellarman Steve 
says is the best-selling of half a 
dozen ales which always include 
that old favourite Draught Bass.

Amber Valley Campaign for 
Real Ale (CAMRA) judged the 
Church Street hostelry its Pub 
of the Year in 2011 and 2012 and 
unsurprisingly trade surged. The 
multiple gabled frontage is eye 
catching and behind the pub is 

a huge garden. Upon entering 
through the attractive front porch, 
one is immediately struck by the 
immaculately furnished interior 
with decorative wallpaper which 
is rarely seen in these days of 
“minimalist” design. An open fire 
is most welcome on cold days 
and a stylish, large black clock is 
an unusual feature with 4, 8 and 
12 hour numberings only. A rustic, 
time piece photograph near the 
pub’s toilets shows cattle being 
herded on the road and Offiler’s 
(Derby) signage is writ large which 
dates this scene to circa 1960. In 
the winter of 2019/20, the Hunter 
quelled competition from 106 
pubs to take the CAMRA Winter 
Ale Trail title. Mark and Paula have 
taken advantage of the space at 
the rear by creating a quite brilliant 
outside drinking enclave ensuring 
the pub’s popularity in fair weather. 
There’s also a marquee which is a 
nod to the Covid – 19 days. It’s all 
a far cry from the days when pigs 
were reared here and sold in the 
adjoining Butcher’s shop where the 
tiling is still visible.
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During the first lockdown, 
however, Mark and Paula seriously 
considered selling the village pub 
but they realised just how much 
the Victorian inn meant to the local 
community when they received a 
bouquet of flowers for VE Day last 
May. An attached note read: “I know 
you would have done something 
special to commemorate VE Day”.  
Any notion of selling the Hunter 
quickly evaporated and Paula says 
their heart and soul are immersed in 
the Kilburn pub.

So, if you’re ever out Kilburn way, 
why not call in; you won’t be 
disappointed.

Paul Gibson

Inn Focus: Hunter Arms  |  7
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Will the Museum be the Making 
of the Cathedral Quarter?

A few years ago, Derby’s Cathedral Quarter won a 
prestigious national award for the quality of its shopping 
experience which boasts many independent retailers 
including fashion specialists Canopy, Brigden’s and Emily 
Brigden’s who fly the flag for quality retailers. The area 
will soon get a substantial boost from the opening of The 
Museum of Making located in the Silk Mill, which is an 
adaptation of the world’s first manufactory, established 
300 years ago. An estimated 140,000 visitors annually 
are forecasted. Meanwhile, The Derbeian tours the area 
on behalf of the discerning pub-goer to assess what’s on 
offer in this historic part of the city.

sports TV screens than you can shake a 
stick at. Sporting memorabilia abounds, 
some of which is autographed, and 
Sharp’s Atlantic and Doom Bar vie for 
attention. Food is also served here.

In nearby King Street is the Flowerpot 
revived in 1993 by the late John Evans 
and Lol Stephenson who greatly 
expanded it into a “beer festival” style 
pub, unrecognizable from its previous 
modest proportions. John’s widow, 
Terri, has ensured that the “Pot” keeps 
moving with the times with some subtle 
modernisation and an extensive beer 
range. In summer the courtyard garden 
complete with pergola is a great spot 
to take in a few rays. Meanwhile, the 
resident music promoter, Alan Woolley, 
helped to fill the vacuum created by 
the closure of the Assembly Rooms 
by providing a constant stream of 
great gigs and we look forward to their 
resumption post Covid-19. 
Around the corner is Derby’s longest 
serving licensee, Tony Williams, 
who has been ensconced at The 
Bless(ington Carriage), Chapel Street, 
since it opened 44 years ago. A range 
of real ale is served in an environment 
which appeals to all age groups.

The aptly named Silk Mill Ale and 
Cider House is across the road 
with its unmissable gable end mural 
depicting the 1833 Silk Mill lockout 
which was historic in the context of 
Derby’s industrial relations. It gazes 
down on an attractive patio which will 
soon be thronging as this is a popular 
spot from which to watch the world 
go by. A range of real ales is served 
and the culinary offering is never dull. 
Notable past licensees of this 1920s 
pub include John Pierrepont, Nigel 
Barker and Terry Holmes who guided 
the Silk Mill (and the Dolphin) to the 
lofty heights of Derby CAMRA Pub 
of the Year a while back. Television 
actor, Neil Morrissey, used to frequent 
the Silk Mill, enjoying a few pints of 
Thornbridge Jaipur, after performing 
in the Christmas pantomime at the 
Assembly Rooms.

Derby’s oldest (1530) and most 
picturesque pub, the Olde Dolphin Inne, 
oozes character from each one of its four 
rooms including a delightfully small snug 
which until 1975 was a male preserve 
only. Long serving licensees, Jim and 
Jo Harris, dispense Draught Bass 
and Greene King Abbot together with 
changing guest beers. Former regular, 
councillor Eric Reed, opened the 2nd 
City Charter Beer Festival as Mayor in 
1979 at the King’s Hall across the road.

The Worm Has Turned has morphed 
from a double-glazing office on the 
corner of Queen Street and Cathedral 
Road, and has a highly attractive 
curved, glazed frontage. It is integral 
to the impressive inter-war King’s Hall 
complex, the birthplace 
of the Derby CAMRA City 
Charter Beer Festival 
in 1978. Two hand-
pumped ales feature, 
often Draught Bass and 
Dancing Duck, but the 
Worm is perhaps better 
known for its pan-
European beer selection. 
Opposite, is the glazed 
and tiled frontage of the 
Sports Bar occupying 
the former Kennings car 
showroom with more 
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Turn left at the bottom of Chapel 
Street, then right and through St 
Werburgh’s churchyard, where the 
handsome, curved façade of the Lord 
Nelson awaits. Beers from far and wide 
have aided the revival of the former 
Ind Coope house which closed a few 
years ago.

Proceed along the Wardwick, Derby’s 
oldest thoroughfare, and bearing 
left into St James Street we pass 
the huge edifice of what was once 
one of Derby’s most popular pubs, 
the St James Hotel, better known 
as Jimmy’s. Facing us is Devonshire 
House, Cornmarket, where we access 
Lock-up Yard via the archway to find a 
stylish memorial to Rams and England 
legend Steve Bloomer. The Georgian 
Tiger Bar is one of those city centre 
pubs whose comfortable, homely feel 
only comes with age, and some will 
happily recall licensee David Foulk’s 
long tenure here between 1981 and 

2012. Taylor’s Landlord, Draught Bass 
and Pedigree are the beers of choice 
with authentic Thai meals being a 
lunchtime speciality. The immaculately 
preserved tunnels beneath the Tiger 
are occasionally opened up to the 
public, giving a glimpse into this area’s 
fascinating past.
Turning left off the north-west corner 
of the Market Place is Sadler Gate, 
truly one of Derby’s best shopping 

streets. It’s undeniable 
that the closure of the 
Assembly Rooms seven 
years ago has affected 
the night-time trade in 
the Cathedral Quarter 
but that hasn’t inhibited 
Paul Hurst’s marvellous 
restoration of the former 
coaching inn, the Old 
Bell Hotel. Two public 
bars, one large one small, 
serve beers that will 
appeal to the discerning 
beer drinker with most 
sourced within a 16-mile 

radius of Derby. Bar food is served but 
if you’re looking for a real treat you 
could try the restaurant upstairs or 
Zest next door.

Back up Sadler Gate, turning left into 
Iron Gate where the 17thC George Inn, 
a classic coaching inn, stood. Today, 
Jorrocks, attractively fronted with 
leaded glass windows is still with us 
long after the last horses and carriages 
departed. A deep interior, widening 
towards the back where there are some 
great old photographs of the immediate 
locality including George Yard, off 
Saltergate (sic). Clearly the building 
is steeped in history and the Charles 
Edward Stuart Society recreates events 
of 1745 here annually in December.

Two J D Wetherspoon pubs, the 
Standing Order and Thomas Leaper 
stand cheek by jowl in Iron Gate. The 
former has a vast, palatial, cathedral 
like interior where one’s focus is 
drawn to Derby’s only island bar which 
dispenses Kelham Island Pale Rider, 
Draught Bass, Abbot and myriad 
guest beers. High barrellage and the 
consequent swift throughput of beer 
have been a factor in the former bank 
gaining Good Beer Guide recognition. 
Quality men’s tailors, Brigden’s, used 
to occupy the Thomas Leaper, and 
upstairs that same air of refinement is 
extant. All the customary Wetherspoon 
accoutrements feature here and 
the Leaper differs from its Derby 
Wetherspoon counterparts by playing 
music at weekends. 
The opening of The Museum of 
Making, a reinvented Market Hall and a 
government grant of £15m for city centre 

improvements could produce a long 
overdue revival in Derby’s fortunes.

Paul Gibson

This was written during the third 
lockdown of early 2021 when the 
future of businesses featured was 
unknown.
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 ■ Ash Hardwood 
Logs 

 ■ Dried and well 
seasoned

 ■ Free Stacking

Free 
Delivery

within 
20 miles

P L E A S E  C A L L  T O M  

07572 874307

Premier Logs 
M E L B O U R N E 

D MELBOURNE
Electrical Services

Domestic, Commercial
& Industrial

Call: 07581 177 003
Email:   dannymelbourne85@icloud.com

Testing & Inspection

PAT Testing

Fire Security Systems

Electrical Installation

Emergency Lighting

Energy Solutions

All Aspects of Electrical Installation
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The personal support, 
expertise & roadmap to 
get your health where 
you want it.

Is this you?

               Headaches
  Allergies
                  Bad Skin
Addicted to Sugars
          Poor Sleep
    Nausea
              Poor Immune 
                    System
        Digestive Issues
Craving for Junk Food
      Mood Swings
                  Weight Gain

        Fatigue
                 PMS

My name 
is Heather 
Atkinson 
I’m from 
Derbyshire 
and I can 
help you on 
a journey to 
a permanent 

health change. I look forward to 
supporting you in achieving a healthy, 
happy lifestyle.
Have you ever wanted to lose weight, 
or just feel better. I don’t think I’ve ever 
met anyone who doesn’t want to look 
and feel their best. However, finding 
that place and more importantly 
staying there can be a challenge. 
I’ve been working in the wellness 
industry for almost 30 years  but it’s 
only been the last 15 years I’ve been 
able to make a huge difference to 
people’s health.
If being healthy, slim, energetic and 
sleeping well was as simple as eating 
your 5 a day and doing some exercise, 
Everyone would be happy, no obesity, 
tiredness, feeling sluggish etc. The 
picture below are all symptoms of a 
body that just isn’t working. Those 
symptoms are something we don’t 
have to live with. We have to stop 
counting calories and look at the 
quality of the nutrition we are eating. 
What would it mean for you to be in 
control of your health, no more yo-yo 
dieting, keeping a stable weight, 
knowing how to keep weight off 
permanently, what about sleep? 

having undisturbed sleep waking up 
refreshed and having energy all day? 
It doesn’t matter what age you are 
and where your health is now. I want 
you to think how life would be if you 
never had to worry about your health 
again? Is what you’re doing right now 
getting and keeping you where you 
want to be? I’d love to help.
Do you recognise this pattern:

1. START – The exciting bit! Starting 
a new diet / training plan.

2. FAIL – You inevitably fail and go 
back to old habits for a moment 
because pssst! you’re human.

3. GUILT – You feel so guilty and 
ashamed and upset with yourself. 
Beat yourself up.

4. LOWERED SELF WORTH – You 
think about yourself in ways you 
wouldn’t think about your worst 
enemy.

5. COUNTER PRODUCTIVE 
BEHAVIOUR – Binge and splurge 
on food.

6. EVENT TRIGGERS TO START – 
Something happens to be back 
at #1 again.

This kind of merry go around is what 
leads people to constantly yo-yo diet.

So how do you break the cycle? 
EASY! You don’t start a diet, 
you build a different MINDSET.

Your Health Important or not?

‘‘  Before trying this nutritional system 
I was exhausted, stressed and living 
with constant brain fog. I believe that 
my healthy balanced diet was giving 
me all the nutrition I needed, but I was 
really struggling with my health and 
unable to do the exercise I wanted 
to do. I couldn’t be the mum, wife, 
daughter or friend I wanted to be. ’’

Kathryn, Chellaston

Start your journey with me by taking our FREE 
wellness questionnaire or by calling for a chat.
www.healthy-success.co.uk/wellness-goals 
M: 07507 493 299   E: heather@healthy-success.co.uk

The Vicious Diet Cycle



ART GALLERY

WORK BY INTERNATIONALLY 
ACCLAIMED ARTISTS, JAMES PRESTON, 
COLIN HALLIDAY, JAMES BRERETON 

AND MORE.
PUTTING THE “FINE” BACK INTO FINE ART.

Opening Hours: Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,  closed, by appointment only 
Wednesday and  Thursday 10am till 4pm, 

Friday and Saturday 10am till 4:30 
7 Bridge Street, Belper DE56 1AY

Telephone: 01773 827508  Mobile: 07432 524 083 
Email: jill@duffieldartgallery.co.uk

www.duffieldartgallery.co.uk
Follow us on  @duffieldart

The Old Sea Dog 
By James Preston 

Ester Lohse, 3 mast tall ship off the Eddystone Lighthouse  
by James Brereton 
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More 
over

Chevin Road, Amber Valley by Mark Langley

Along the Towpath by Peter Barker

“Edge of the Woods” Ambergate 
by James Preston

Belper Mill by Ruth Gray

A selection of our bespoke 
kimono jackets and jewellery 
by Beth Sharliss of Matlock 
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ART GALLERY

Opening Hours: Sunday, Monday, Tuesday,  closed, by appointment only 
Wednesday and  Thursday 10am till 4pm, Friday and Saturday 10am till 4:30 

7 Bridge Street, Belper DE56 1AY

Follow us on  @duffieldart

Crich Stand by James Preston 

Stannage Edge by Colin Halliday

Higgor Tor, peak district by James Preston
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All items available to buy securely online at 

www.duffieldartgallery.co.uk
Or email jill@duffieldartgallery.co.uk

Telephone: 01773 827508  Mobile: 07432 524 083

Go to the website to see more.

Bluebell Dazzle 
by Michelle Davies

MountBay Sparkle,  St. Michaels Mount 
Penzance by John Connolly

Going Home by Stephen Hawkins

Snowdrops at Hopton Hall, near 
Carsington by James Preston 

Alliums by Kara Strachan
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Spot the Ball
Can you circle where you think 
the football is on the three Derby 
County action photo below?

The answers can be found on 
page 47 is see how close you were.

John Duncan in an aerial 
battle with Swansea City’s 
Nigel Stevenson at the 
Baseball Ground in March 
1981.

Mark Wright scores the only goal 
of the game against Newcastle 

United at St James’s Park in 
January 1989.

Derby Evening Telegraph 
and www.picturethepast.org.uk

Derby Evening Telegraph 
and www.picturethepast.org.uk

Derby Evening Telegraph 
and www.picturethepast.org.uk

Derby County striker Dean 
Saunders shoots against 
Aston Villa in November 1988. 
The Rams won 2-1.

2

3

1
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Derby Evening Telegraph 
and www.picturethepast.org.uk

Please contact 
Paul Michel Finance 
to discuss any 
of our solutions:
www.pmichelfinance.com 
info@pmichelfinance.com 
Tel: 01509 648144 
Mob: 07863 753 111

Specialising in Commercial  
and Property Finance

 � 0116 4736944
 �  

 

In partnership with

Attention all businesses:
Spring back to action 
with Short-term 
Funding.

Among business owners I’ve noted an 
increased optimism about the year ahead. 
At the time of writing, our COVID vaccination 
program is running well, we’re seeing 
decreasing infections, and business owners are 
preparing for a clear run at the months ahead. 
Not all have taken advantage of Government-
backed loans, but nonetheless many of these 
will be in need of funding.
Government-backed lenders have supplied 
billions of pounds to move through the past year. 
As these schemes come to an end, so too will 
the guaranteed low borrowing costs. No matter 
the performance of companies over the past 
few years, all will find money more expensive 
for traditional business loans. Shorter-term 
finance plays a useful role in such a climate.

I’ve been pleased over the past year to have 
supported a number of companies weather 
the storm. The flexibility offered by short-term 
financiers can help create nimble businesses, 
not locked in to whole-of-book factoring or 
long-term contracts or loans. Decisions are 
quickly granted, and money is directly available 
upon completion of paperwork.

Effectively selling invoices to financiers such 
as Fifo Capital, businesses can receive early 
payment for services rendered, anywhere 
from 30 to 90 days depending on their clients’ 
payment schedule. Upon settlement of the 
invoice, the financier forwards the remaining 
money less costs. This allows opportunities 
to meet expenses earlier, to forge favourable 
terms with suppliers, or to embark more quickly 
on other ventures.

Paul Michel Finance is an Invoice Finance 
specialist, but also offers short-term loans and 
trade finance. We can also help arrange other 
funding structures through our partnership 
with other specialist brokers.

Hi, I’m Paula from ‘Alterations by Paula J Fordi’. 
I am a professional seamstress, offering 
a complete range of clothing repair and 
alteration services and specialising in wedding, 
bridesmaids, evening and prom dresses.
I worked for many years as a manager of a 
fabric store in the US and was even featured 
on TV doing a bridal veil tutorial! I also worked 
with an interior designer, making 12ft curtains 
and pelmets for famous basketball players and 
an 18ft spider that hung over the dance floor 
at a Halloween party! From the sublime to the 
ridiculous, I’ve done it all. 

Whilst in America I married and had two children, 
moving back to England fifteen years ago. 
Since, I’ve worked from home doing repairs and 
alterations, worked for a tailoress and a lingerie 
designer, and gained a textile teaching qualification.

In 2019 I started my business above Fortey’s coffee 
shop in Melbourne, Derby. During lockdown, I sold 
over 2000 snazzy cotton facemasks on my online 
Etsy shop, where I also sell bespoke hats and bags.

I look forward to opening as soon as it’s safe to 
do so. Until then, please feel free to contact me 
on any of my platforms.

paulassnazzysews

alterationsbypaulajfordi

Email: paulajfordi@gmail.com
Mobile: 07307 188605

Shop Address: 
33 Market Place, Melbourne, DE73 8DS
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Recently, we at Else Solicitors have 
been looking at the unprecedented 
shifts in society and wondering 
how we can ensure our customers 
and their finances weather this 
period of upheaval. 

Therefore, our bright solicitors 
have come up with some tips for 
you to follow to make sure that 
you have everything in order.

1. Financial self-care is vital
 Getting your financial and 

legal affairs in order can 
offer just as much relaxation 
and peace of mind as a bath 
bomb and scented candle! 
No, really! Having everything 
in place gives a feeling of 
satisfaction by ensuring 
you’re financially prepared for 
a rainy day. 

2. Update and review (or make) 
your Will

 We’ve managed to compile 
some key tips for making 
sure your Will doesn’t keep 
you worrying. Firstly, it’s 
important to know you can 
be flexible. You can be more 
flexible than you think when 
it comes to passing on assets. 
Not every change needs to 
be a stressful, legal one. If 
your children needed some of 
the money earlier to pay for 
things such as driving lessons 
or university fees then a letter 
of wish can be drafted to sit 
alongside your Will. A letter of 
wish is not a legally binding 
document and can be 
changed at any time without 

the need for your Will to be 
altered.

3. Be aware of your rights if 
you are not married to your 
partner

 It’s the 21st century and 
families come in all shapes 
and sizes, being aware of your 
rights as a non-married but 
cohabitating couple is one 
less thing to worry about. 
There are additional tax 
benefits for married couples 
that are not available to 
unmarried couples.

4. Take care of your pets 
through your Will

 Peace of mind also comes 
when your non-human family 
are looked after. Within 
your Will you can specify a 
guardian to look after and 
become the legal owner of 
your animals. You can name 
more than one guardian, or 
indeed different guardians 
for different pets. You can 
also leave instructions for the 
guardians regarding care of 
your animals through a letter 
of wish. This letter of wish 
can specify anything from 
which type of food you would 
want your pet to be fed, 
insurance requirements to 
how you would like veterinary 

decisions concerning your pet 
to be made.

5. Consider your digital estate
 It’s also important to consider 

your Digital Assets. This is 
an umbrella term that can 
cover many different online 
or digital assets such as 
videos, sound recordings, 
photographs, media files, 
rights and royalties. This 
isn’t just your favourite 
music, but also money in 
PayPal accounts or tied up 
in subscriptions. We would 
recommend making a list of 
all your digital accounts and 
make a record of what you 
would like to happen to these 
assets post death. You do not 
have to disclose the account 
passwords to an Executor and 
it is important to understand 
that even if you have given 
them the detail, Executors 
and Administrator’s do not 
have the legal authority to 
access your accounts post-
death. They must always go 
through the account provider 
to gain access.

These are just some of the 
considerations our team 
of solicitors are experts at 
navigating and for more detail 
on all of these visit our website. 
We can help you in your quest 
for peace of mind. We publish 
content like this every week 
packed with useful tips, tricks and 
advice. Legally speaking, we’re on 
your side, so visit our website to 
get up to speed on the legal info 
you didn’t know you needed. 

For further information on how 
you can ensure your estate is 
fully in order, please visit: 
www.elselaw.co.uk/case-
studies/wills-probate-articles

How your Will can 
give you peace of mind

18  |  Else Solicitors
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MEET THE TEAM
Kathryn 
Caple
Kathryn specialises in 
and heads up Wills and 
Probate. Kathryn has 
been working as a private 
client solicitor since 
qualification and is also 
a member of the Society 

for Trust and Estate Practitioners (STEP).

She is an active member of the Etwall & 
Hilton Rotary Club and is a keen viola player, 
having performed with the Nottingham 
Symphony Orchestra. She enjoys reading 
and is a board game enthusiast when her 
children give her time!

Tel: 01283 526230 
Email: Kathryn.caple@elselaw.co.uk

Imogen 
D’Arcy
Imogen has a law degree 
and a Legal Practice 
Certificate, both of 
which were obtained 
at Swansea University. 
Prior to beginning her 
Training Contract Imogen 

worked at Else Solicitors as a Paralegal in 
the Debt Recovery Department, and has 
also worked within the commercial property 
department of a top 5 global law firm. 
Imogen joined the Wills & Probate team as 
a qualified Solicitor in January 2020.

Imogen enjoys walking her dogs as well as 
spending time with her family and friends. 
She also enjoys travelling.

Tel: 01283 526202 
Email: imogen.darcy@elselaw.co.uk

“ Else Solicitors Wills 
department dealt with my 
wife and my Will in a sensitive 
manner which left both my 
wife and I feeling relieved that 
at the end of our lives all our 
intended plans will be carried 
out. We could have brought 
one of those do-it-yourself Will 
kits but we would always have 
worried would it be found and 
would it be written properly. 
With Else Solicitors we have 
complete peace of mind and 
would definitely recommend 
them to anyone else. ’’

Peter and Jane Hodson

“ I have used Kathryn Caple at 
Else Solicitors for my Estate 
Planning requirements and 
would highly recommend her 
services. She was extremely 
patient with me and dealt 
with my rather complex 
needs. I found her to be 
knowledgeable, courteous 
and professional. I am very 
reassured that she has put in 
place all that is required. ’’

Susie Owen, Curious Guys

“ I was really impressed that 
Kathryn came to see us at 
home to discuss our Wills 
and also at the signing 
stage. Everything was clearly 
explained. Thank you. ’’

Isabel Wilson



SsangYong  Tivoli
Ultimate 1,5 GDi auto.

The revised and improved Tivoli from a 
prestigious Korean manufacturer is sending 
shivers down the spines of rival manufacturers, 
representing a marvellous package at a 
‘knock-me-down-with-a-feather’ price.
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Its jolly name, bearing as it does 
connotations of pleasure gardens 
and promenades, high style and 
luxurious living, is well suited to a 
car that conveys - through an up-to-
the-minute design - instant well-
accoutered appeal. And because 
the Tivoli’s dashing looks do not 
deceive (its capabilities more than 
matching its promise) this car is 
bound to cast shadows of Danish 
noir over the aspirations of many 
European car firms.
Frankly, my time with the Tivoli felt 
like a holiday: all was sweetness 
and light. Admiring glances from 
friends, neighbours and urbanites 
came with such frequency that I 
had to conclude that this was one 
cool-looking dude of a compact 
SUV . But I knew that already from 
the moment I first clapped eyes on 
its tastefully rendered contours with 
swept back roofline reminiscent of 
premium SUVs, updated bonnet 
line and revised grille. It seemed to 
represent a mapped-out promise 
of pleasures to come. Certainly the 
Tivoli compels delighted attention.
Inside I discovered quality in 
abundance from the comfortable 
seating, ample room for five and 
plenty of luggage space, to the 
fully-loaded complement of well-
designed pieces of equipment 
that were incorporated into the 
dashboard and other areas, with 
subtlety and taste. The £19,995 
Tivoli Ultimate 1.5 petrol auto, 

in short, felt luxurious. And what’s 
more there is full leather upholstery 
for those who adore the texture 
of hide. Not to mention a host of 
features from a touch screen RDS 
radio with Bluetooth, to cruise 
control, dual zone climate control, 
a reversing camera - to heated 
seating and heated steering 
wheel: all the things you love 
but that usually come only on 
more expensive vehicles. The 
Tivoli serves all of them up with 
panache. It will not be outdone in 
the gift shop department either, 
with treats galore all there, even 
at this keen price. And there’s 
been no compromise in the 
safety department. As well as 
seven airbags there’s even Active 
Rollover Protection.

To speak of the Tivoli’s brand new 
direct injection and turbocharged 1. 
5, 4 cylinder 163 PS petrol engine 
is again to be pleasantly surprised 
by the level of refinement (high) 
as compared with the price (low). 
Here is an engine that delivers 
plenty of pulling power and enough 
‘zip’ driving through the 6 speed 
Japanese Aisin smooth changing 
six-speed automatic gearbox. In 
Sport Mode (There’s Normal Mode 
and Winter Mode too) the Tivoli 
is very lively and can take you to 
near 110mph - yet offer overall fuel 
consumption of about 40/41 mpg 
- and that was achieved with hard 
driving.

Not only is it surprisingly lively 
but it rides and handles well too. 
‘Smooth’ is the word that springs to 
mind when you’re cruising at speed 
and ‘surefooted’ when you’re 
whizzing through bends.
I thoroughly enjoyed the 
refinement - and so too did my 
passenger, Pierre Monte Cristo (For 
it was he) - a bon viveur of note. 
Particularly for him during the dark 
December days, the Tivoli proved 
as entrancing as a fairy-lighted 
Christmas tree which he had not 
yet taken down: all sparkle and 
novelty. He loved its comfortable 
- and comforting - interior 
appointments and cherished its 
capacity to reinforce his own sense 
of worth. As a great man it behoved 
him to be content only with the 
best. 
“A fine automobile” he declared. 
“Fit for a king or queen - or indeed, 
yours truly!”
I kept my counsel, but did allow 
myself a covert smile.
He was right, of course. For the 
money, it does produce the goods, 
matching the best in most respects 
- and with a confidence inspiring 
seven year warranty too. It’s an 
honest motor at an honest price. 
With products of such quality as 
offered here by SsangYong the 
meteoric rise of this marque in the 
UK market seems assured.  Dealers 
are springing up everywhere. 
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Volkswagen Golf
Life 1.0 litre TSI 110 
PS Manual.
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The VW Golf is a deserved icon of modern motoring history. Its success 
is legendary. Customers just keep coming back for more - and why not? 
If you’re chasing down a new hatchback or all-purpose runaround, or 
peerless cruiser of the long highways of lengthy travel, you won’t make the 
mistake - not if you are wise - of ignoring the obvious choice. It’s clear what 
this must be. What else but the VW Golf. A fully-formed platter of motoring 
satisfaction that will have you licking your lips. VW are never knowingly 
beaten at the game of matching aspirations to confident fulfilment. The 
Golf’s longevity is the consequence of constant running with the ball and 
forcing other manufacturers to play catch up. Sound development based on 
superb engineering is the key. Add to the mix a confident eye for combining 
elegance with practicality of purpose, with quality always a byword, plus 
that magnificent sense of sophisticated reliability that comes with every 
moment spent in the car’s company. Then and only then do you begin 
to get close to the undeniable truth. Anything short of this quality is 
tantamount to lesser fare. Why settle for less? You’ll know that your 
money (£23,300 for this variant) is well spent the moment you 
take possession of the keys - if one may be allowed a reference 
to old technology. (Keys, of course, aint wot they used to be).

But some things are. In particular 
a VW Golf. Throughout all its 
incarnations it remains essentially 
the ‘go to’ hatchback of choice for 
those go-getters who choose their 
cars with head and heart united. A 
warning to the uninitiated. There 
are no cheap thrills to be had here. 
The Golf has never stooped to 
looking flashy. Even the legendary 
first GTI looked stylishly decorous 
rather than outlandishly racy.

As a driver expect to be treated 
to a deeply rewarding blend of 
punctilious responsiveness and 
sophisticated refinement. Such a 
blend is rare anywhere except in

the Golf which remains the one and 
only true original.
The latest model is a most tempting 
proposition: the more so given 
recent trends towards even bigger 
private vehicles. No-one seems 
to have noticed that our roads are 
certainly getting no bigger. In fact 
the reverse is true as various virtue-
signalling lanes nibble away at the 
verges, narrowing the Queen’s 
Highway to the point where 
passage becomes a begrudged 
privilege rather than a right. 
So to find that in dimensions, the 
new Golf sits right on the right side 
of sense is a heartening discovery. 
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I was also struck by it’s 
undeniable visual appeal. 
Familiarity is said to breed 
contempt but where 
the Golf is concerned 
this truism requires 
serious qualification. 
One welcomes that 
confidence-inspiring 
sense of solidarity that 
comes with identifying 
with a long-standing friend 
and acquaintance. One who will 
never let you down.
It has been said that the true test 
of engineering quality is the ‘door 
test’. A simple matter of taking the 
door handle in hand and opening 
and shutting the door. This is best 
achieved if you open the door from 
the outside, get in, settle on the 
perfect seats and shut the door 
after you.
Feel it? That exquisitely satisfying 
‘clunk’. That sense of everything fitting 
into place with absolute precision. 
That sensation of hermetically 
sealed serenity. And all this before 
you have got going.
Controls, trim, ancillary equipment, 
seating and all the rest are united in 
a wholly integrated experience.

Start the engine and everything 
is suddenly alive and at your 
service like a cohort of attentive 
waiters profering a cornucopia 
of nourishing delicacies. Magic 
electronic systems are controlled 
via an electronic touch screen 
and voices within talk back to 
you in response to your verbal 
commands.
Driving the new Golf 
confirms every positive 
expectation. In a word 
you get purposeful 
pleasure. Smooth and 
alive from the word 
go, the car is also 
capable of rewarding 
the keen motorist 
with a crispness of 
response and alacrity 
of movement.

Thoroughbred qualities are 
tempered with dependable 
manners. Docile when needed, the 
remarkable (Probably the ‘best of 
the best’) 1.0, 110 PS three cylinder 
turbo petrol engine still packs a 
punch for those who tire of the 
trammels of excessive civility. Near 
130 mph is on tap yet an easy 50 
plus mpg is achievable - even if 
you choose to delight in enjoying 
the slick six speed gearbox. Take 
to a twisty byway beneath open 
sky and the car responds with true 
composure. The harder you press 
on the greater your confidence 
grows in the wonderfully revised 
amalgam of the latest engineering 
supremacy. It’s difficult to fault a 
car that, without doubt, would have 
yesterday’s sports cars trailing in 
its wake. Better not forget that the 

Golf concept embraces practical 
virtues such as load carrying, 
passenger comfort and economy. 
So it’s little wonder that those in the 
know keep coming back for more.
And so they should. The new Golf 
is irresistibly tempting for those 
eager to taste the very best that 
motoring can offer via a blended 

menu that leaves nothing 
out while really dispensing 
undeniable delight.



SAFE AND TRUSTED
LIVE-IN CARE

Photograph taken prior to Coronavirus outbreak. 

Our CareGivers follow Government guidelines 

around the use of Personal Protective Equipment.

DURING THE CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC
Right at Home’s live-in care service offers a safe alternative to residential 
care, allowing you to stay in the comfortable and familiar surroundings of 
your own home.

 01332 913 232   I   www.rightathomeuk.com/derby   I  derby@rightathomeuk.com
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Suite G, Bateman Court,
Bateman Street, Derby DE23 8JQ

Tel: 01332 913232
The Trinity, George Street, 
Burton upon Trent DE14 1DP

Tel: 01283 777700

All Carers undergo weekly Covid-19 tests, 
with test kits always being available 

 ■ Carers digitally recording their 
temperature before every care call

 ■ Fluid repellent face masks for all 
care calls

 ■ Clear face visors for all care calls
 ■ Increased handwashing and 

hand sanitiser protocols
 ■ Two layers of gloves for all care calls 
 ■ Aprons and appropriate gowns 

for all care calls
 ■ Corona Virus antibacterial 

disinfectant provided for all 
care calls

It is important to follow all current 
government guidance on visitors to 
your home. Care providers such as 
Right at Home, follow Public Health 
England and the Government’s 
advice, as well as increased and 
appropriate levels of PPE to safely 
support adults in the community. 
Another way of reducing the risk of 
infection to the Clients, is to match 
their needs, wants and wishes to 
carers, this creates small teams of 
experienced carers for each client 
group. This considerably reduces the 
risk of wider infection. 
For some individuals with increased 
health care needs, there is now an 
obvious fear of going into nursing/
residential homes due to Covid-19. 
For this reason, there is an increasing 
demand for experienced, safe, and 
trusted care. Right at Home, by 
offering this, allows the individual 
to remain in their own home. It is a 
cost-effective alternative to a nursing 
home whilst providing the safest 
and most person-centred care. 
Maintaining your independence 
and wellbeing is important in the 
unprecedented times of Covid-19.
Consequently, not seeking help 
and support can be harmful to your 
health and wellbeing. What can 
you do to stay safe while receiving 
care and support? Simple, if you or 
someone you know needs care and 
support in their own home, you are 
encouraged to reach out and get 
the right safe, trusted, experienced 
care and support.   

Safe and Trusted 
Experienced Care
During the Continuing Pandemic
Right at Home offers an 
experienced care service team 
that offers a safe alternative 
to residential care, allowing 
you to stay in the comfortable 
and familiar surroundings of 
your own home.   

What can you do 
to stay safe while 
receiving care and 
support during this 
time of Covid-19? 
It can be hard to know what to do 
if you have a concern about your 
health. Over the past few months 
Public Health England and the 
NHS has continued to send out the 
message that the NHS is open.  
It is as important to seek medical 
help and support if you think you 
need it, call the 111 service, if you 
are in doubt about any medical 
condition. Wherever possible keep 
to any appointments or procedures 
you have booked with healthcare 
professionals. Go to hospital if you 
are advised to. The NHS have put 
procedures in place across all its sites 
to keep everyone as safe as possible 
during the current pandemic.  
Many Derbyshire GP surgeries have 
online services where you can get 
help, advice, and support. You can 
also check your own GP’s surgery 
website for how they are operating 
during the pandemic. If you do 
not seek help, studies have shown 

that the impact on your physical 
and mental health should not be 
underestimated. It has yet to be 
officially reported on how delaying 
seeking help and support has 
impacted on our nation’s health. 
Now the Corona Virus vaccination 
program is up and running, there is 
an air of optimism which is beginning 
to lift the mood of the country; it 
is reported that the first vaccine 
reduces the chance of transmitting 
the infection by up to 67%. Though 
this is a step forward, not everyone 
has the chance to share their 
feelings with someone and can still 
be feeling apprehensive about the 
future. With the highest risk groups 
having successfully received their first 
vaccination, it is still very important to 
stay safe while receiving support and 
care during this time of Covid-19. 
The feelings of social isolation, loneliness 
and doubt affect a person’s health 
and wellbeing in a very negative 
way. They can leave you vulnerable 
to related health problems such as 
cognitive decline, depression, and heart 
disease. Fortunately, there are ways to 
counteract these negative effects.
Home care providers, such as Right at 
Home, have always provided safe and 
trusted care that supports wellbeing 
and mental health in a person-
centred way. Being experienced in 
providing care to adults who have 
various needs with day-to-day living 
because of illness, disability or that 
would like some companionship 
during the pandemic.  
All Right at Home Carers have now 
had their first dose of the vaccination.  
Carers are trained in infection control 
and the safe use of Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE).  All Carers are 
also trained and experienced in the 
correct “donning and doffing” of 
PPE. The Covid-19 pandemic has 
however increased the level of PPE 
used whilst providing care.  This has 
led to the implementation of some 
extra protocols that Right at Home 
introduced, including:
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As a consultant, helping people 
to develop the necessary 
skills to gain confidence, 
communicate clearly and 
precisely, and make decisions 
which are understood and 
effective, coupled with a keen 
interest in military history, 
I was struck by the account of 
the 95th (Derbyshire Regiment) 
printed on pages 32-35 of this 
issue of The Derbeian Magazine.

Of a long list of campaigns, the 
regiment took part in two – The 
Crimean Campaign, and The 
Indian Mutiny, both of which 
afford startling examples of the 
need for clear communication 
and effective decision making, 
and what can go wrong when 
these skills are absent.

The Crimea 
1853 – 1856
This campaign was one of the 
most ill managed in the history 
of the British Army. After Russia 
had sunk the Turkish fleet to gain 
control of the Black Sea with a 
view to opening up a route to 
the Mediterranean, Britain and 
France invaded The Crimea to 
prevent further expansion of the 
Russian Empire.
Tactical blundering led to one 
of the most infamous military 
disasters; the suicidal charge 
of the British Light Brigade at 
Balaclava,down a valley with 
Russian cannon at the head, and 
on both sides of it.
10am on the 25th of October 
1854. Lord Raglan, Commander-

in-Chief of the British Armed 
Forces had watched, helplessly, 
as a Turkish battery of British 
Naval Guns was captured by 
Russian Infantry. He saw horses 
and tackle brought up to remove 
them. Mindful that the Duke 
of Wellington, his military role 
model, had never lost a gun, he 
determined to recover them. 
Pride had overcome good  
judgement.
He wrote out an order: ‘The 
Cavalry to advance rapidly to the 
Front, follow the enemy, and try 
to prevent him from carrying 
away the guns.’
The order was handed to a quick 
tempered young cavalry officer, 
Captain Louis Nolan, who felt 
a deep contempt for his timid 
cavalry commanders, Lords 
Lucan and Cardigan. He rode 
over to deliver the order to Lord 
Lucan, who voiced his doubts 
and concerns.
Nolan responded, ‘Lord Raglan’s 
orders are that the cavalry should 
attack immediately.’
(Lord Raglan’s order made no 
mention of an attack).
Lord Lucan: ‘Attack what? What 
guns, sir?’ (from his position,he 
had an unclear view).
Nolan waved a hand vaguely. The 
only guns Lord Lucan could see 
were eight  Russian cannon at 
the far end of the valley. He was 
irritated by Nolan’s high-handed, 
insolent attitude, so did not 
question him further.
Instead, he sent Nolan to 
Lord Cardigan, with an order 

commanding The Light Brigade 
to charge.
Lord Cardigan, appreciating the 
obvious dangers, objected to the 
order. Nolan retorted, ‘Are you 
and your men afraid?’
Lord Cardigan was furious. He 
sent an officer to Lord Lucan to 
question the order.
Lord Lucan’s response was all too 
clear. ‘You will attack the Russians 
in the valley.’
The position of the Russian guns 
and infantry was made known 
to Lord Lucan but he replied, 
‘I cannot help that. It is Lord 
Raglan’s positive order that The 
Light Brigade is to attack the 
enemy.’
The stage was set for the tragedy 
which unfolded in the minutes 
following.
The slaughter was as widespread 
as it was inevitable.
The lessons to be drawn from this 
are:
1. Important instructions must 

be clear and precise as to 
intention and effect.

 Lord Raglan’s original order 
was unclear and imprecise 
as to the area of advance and 
the particular guns to which 
he referred, both of which 
were clear to him from his 
elevated position, but not to 
Lord Lucan lower down

2. The means of communication 
must be appropriate. Captain 
Nolan was hot headed, with 
his own interests to serve. He 
deliberately misinterpreted 

The Crimea and 
the Indian Mutiny
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by death or mutilation for 
having intercourse with his 
wife, and would be regarded 
as an outcast by his family 
and home village.

Lessons to be learned:
1. Good decisions are timely, 

sensitive to need, and 
constructive.

2. Arrogance and insensitivity 
towards, and ignorance of,  
those for whom one has 
responsibility, leads to a 
breakdown in communication 
and a loss of trust, sometimes 
with fatal consequences.

Part of my approach to problem 
solving, is to look to past events, 
whether national or personal, in 
the hope of gaining an insight 
into the present challenges 
that confront all of us at times, 
especially now.
If you feel I may be able to help 
you with an aspect of your life,do 
please contact me for a chat. 
Given our current restrictions,I 
am happy to advise over the 
telephone or on-line.
We are moving steadily towards a 
happier Spring and Summer, and 
I wish you all good health in the 
coming months.
Neal Williams 
neal.m.w.13@gmail.com
07870 759426 
01332 409096

Lord Raglan’s order to suit 
his purpose ( he was spoiling 
for a fight with the Russians. 
Instead of returning to Lord 
Raglan, he charged with the 
Light Brigade, and was killed 
instantly).

 Know your staff, and make 
best use of them!

3. Do not allow pride, 
frustration, or anger to 
cloud your judgement when 
conveying information or 
taking decisions.

Two remarkable events arose 
from this campaign.
The Poet Laureate, Alfred Lord 
Tennyson,wrote ‘The Charge 
of the Light Brigade’ within 
weeks of The Times report of 
the event, helping to turn an 
embarrassing fiasco into a 
glorious, romantic tale of typical 
British pluck and spirit ( a shining 
example of political spin), and 
the heroine of Derby, Florence 
Nightingale, went to the Crimea 
to bring comfort and hope to the 
wounded and sick soldiers, and 
lay the foundation for modern 
nursing which has done so much 
to help us through the current 
pandemic.

The Indian Mutiny 
1857
On Sunday the 10th of May 1857, 
the East India Company,and 
with it,all British in India, 
reaped the reward of years of 
misrule, misunderstanding, 
and exploitation. On that day, 
the sepoys stationed at Meerut 
mutinied in support of eighty 
five of their comrades who had 
been imprisoned in chains. They 
had refused to use the cartridges 
supplied for the new Enfield 
rifle. After months of rumour, 
they believed the cartridges 
to be greased with the lard of 
the pig,regarded as unclean by 
Moslems, and the fat of the cow, 
sacred to Hindus.
By mid-June the whole of British 
India was in turmoil. The sieges of 

Delhi, Cawnpore, and Lucknow, 
led to appalling brutality and 
considerable loss of life, including 
the massacre of British women 
and children.
There was some truth in 
the rumour about the new 
cartridges, in so far as they did 
need greasing to overcome the 
tight fit in the rifle,and since the 
practice was for the riflemen 
to bite off the end paper of the 
cartridge before pouring the 
gunpowder down the barrel, this 
contact would have undermined 
their religious faith.
The British government had 
specified the use of mutton 
(sheep fat) in the contracts 
for the manufacture of the 
cartridges,but a few suppliers 
had used pig or cow fat to save 
money. Once discovered, this 
practice was prevented, and all 
cartridges destined for India 
tested to ensure compliance. 
By then, however, the belief 
amongst the Indian soldiers had 
taken hold.
In the months prior to May, the 
military authorities had made, 
and continued to make wrong 
headed decisions, or no decision 
when one was necessary:
1. They ignored earlier concerns, 

when a timely meeting 
with those representing 
the interests of the Indian 
soldiers, could have allayed 
fears and prevented rumours.

2. They over reacted by 
imprisoning the eighty five, 
provoking a fierce reaction, 
rather than listening to,and 
acting upon their concerns at 
an early stage.

3.   The Commander-in-Chief, 
India, General Anson, a 
man who openly despised 
Indians, was  determined to 
impose discipline. On the 
17th of April he ordered that 
the cartridges be used, even 
though he knew, or ought to 
have known, that an Indian 
shorn of his caste through 
pollution, could be punished 

For a chat to discuss your needs, in confidence, please do not hesitate to contact me:

By landline on: 01332 409096
By mobile phone on: 07870 759426

By e-mail at: neal.m.w.13@gmail.com

by 
Neal 

Williams
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Call Richard on:

07976 240130 
01283 535705

or email: classicpainters@btinternet.com

Professional 
decorating service, 

with attention 
to detail.

Testimonials available on request.

    Classic Painters
Quality where it matters 

since 1984.

KeptKleenLtd
HIGH QUALITY CLEANING SERVICE

Throughout 
Nottinghamshire 
and Derbyshire

 ● Office cleaning
 ● Disinfecting Fogging
 ● Carpet / Upholstery Cleaning
 ● End of Tenancy Cleaning
 ● Litter Picking
 ● Local Authority Public Toilet 

Contract Cleaning
 ● Grave Tending Service
 ● Waste Carriers 

Licence Upper Tier

COMMERCIAL AND DOMESTIC 
CLEANING SERVICES

CALL US ON

07791 
664043
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Dog Behaviour 
& Training

Doggie Daycare
Pet Reiki Healing

& Canine 
Myotherapy

A bit about myself... I’m a huge animal 
lover, particularly dogs. After years 

of working as a Legal Secretary, 
I decided to follow my dream and 

change my career.

I undertook my training originally with 
The UK Dog Whisperer and have since 

continued further training with Ian 
Dunbar, Victoria Stilwell and the Centre 

of Excellence too.

More recently, I’ve obtained qualifications 
in Pet Reiki and Canine Myotherapy!

I work with any canine breed or age. 
The areas I can help with include:

 ■ Lead pulling
 ■ Reactivity
 ■ Separation anxiety
 ■ Barking

 ■ Aggression
 ■ Toileting
 ■ General training & advice
 ■ Puppy tips

Tel: 07807 023338
Lichfield WS13 7QH

Email: pstardogs@gmail.com

 facebook.com.pstardogs
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The Assembly 
   Rooms

The Market Place was the location of Derby’s Market 
until it was moved in the 1930’s to a site with permanent 
stalls located between the Bus Station and Council 
House as part of Charles Aslin’s plans in the 1930’s to 
re-develop the Riverside-Morledge area. The Market 
later moved into the Eagle Centre in the late 1970’s.

These pictures are just a few of 
the ones we have on the Picture 
the Past website and show both 
the Old and the New Assembly 
Rooms in Derby. Built in 1752-5 by 
the London Architect, Matthew 
Habershon. Assembly rooms 
were built all over the country and 
served the genteel middle-classes 
as social meeting rooms to see 
and be seen within society. They 
held music recitals and dances 
and dress codes and manners 
were strictly controlled. The 
building was gutted by fire in 1963 
and the the 5 bay stone facade 
to the building was demolished 
and re-erected at Crich Tramway 
Museum in the 1970’s (sadly the 
beautiful interior was lost forever). 
It was replaced in 1977 by the 
New Assembly Rooms in the Civic 
Centre complex also pictured.

DRBY003009 - Courtesy of Derby City 
Council and www.picturethepast.org.uk
DRBY201898 - Courtesy of Derby City 
Council and www.picturethepast.org.uk
DRBY004502 - Courtesy of Eric Matthews 
and www.picturethepast.org.uk
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The Darley 
  Abbey Mills

The industrial roots of Darley Abbey date back 
to the monastic period. Throughout the 17th 
and 18th centuries a series of water powered 
mills – for corn, flint, leather and paper – were 
developed on land between Darley Street and 
the west bank of the river Derwent.

The Evans’ involvement in the cotton 
mills ceased with the death of 
Walter Evans II in 1903. In 1905, John 
Peacock, the manager, bought the 
mills from the estate. The Peacock 
family ran the business until 1943, 
when it was sold to J & P Coats of 
the Coats Viyella Group. Textile use 
ceased in 1970. In 1969 the sale of 
the mills for other uses began.

Land on the other bank of the 
River Derwent was acquired by 
Thomas Evans for his cotton mills 
in 1778. Here, from 1782 onwards, 
he applied his skills to cotton 
spinning and development of a 
factory community.

These mills later became known 
as the ‘Boar’s Head Mills’ and 
were constructed between 1782 
and 1830. They constitute the 
most complete of the surviving 
cotton mill complexes in the 
Derwent Valley Mills World 
Heritage Site and are of immense 
historical and architectural 
importance. The site contains five 
main mills and a comprehensive 

range of ancillary structures, 
including warehouses, offices, 
stables, bobbin shops and 
domestic buildings.

The Boar’s Head Mills specialised 
in quality thread for sewing, 
embroidery and haberdashery. 
They were originally water 
powered. Weirs dammed the 
River Derwent to create a head of 
water which powered the wheels 
that drove the machinery in the 
mill buildings. The culverts that 
channelled the water to and from 
the wheels have since been filled 
in. The chimney marks the later 
arrival of steam power, used to 
supplement the water power.

West Mill on the right, canteen in the 
foreground, mill managers house on the 
left, photographed from across the weir.
Women hand-winding the cotton in the 
North Mill at Darley Abbey, 1868.
Barge on the Derwent, early 20th 
century, with the mills behind.



95th (Derbyshire) 
Regiment of Foot.

Its first 20 years of existence 
was peacetime garrisoning 
between the British Isles 
and places such as Malta, 
The Ionian Islands, Ceylon 
(Shri Lanka) and China 
(Hong Kong). In 1854 this 
all changed when Britain 
and France went to war to 
back the Turkish claim over 
the Crimean peninsula. The 
regiment formed part of the 
4th brigade under Brigadier 
General Pennefather. 

Their first action was the battle 
of the Alma which involved 
crossing the river under fire 
which was where the officer 
commanding
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The 95th (Derbyshire) 
Regt. 1823-1881

Creation.
During the Childes reforms of the line regiments of the British 
Army in 1823 the infamous 95th Rifles became the Rifle Brigade. 
The number 95 became available and was allocated to a new 
foot regiment and the county of Derbyshire was soon affiliated, 
and thus the 6th regiment to bear the number was formed, it was 
officially titled.  

The painting shows Captain Heyland although seriously 
wounded scratching “95” in to the carriage of the gun. It also 
shows Private James Keenan about to plant the Queens 
Colour in to the earthworks. 
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Colonel James Webber-Smith 
was seriously wounded. On 
seeing the Russians wavering 
the regiment along with the 
23rd Royal Welsh Fusiliers 
attack up the heights under 
heavy fire to take the Russian 
position known as the Great 
redoubt. At the end of 
the battle the regiment 
had lost 62% of its 
officers and 30% 
of the other

ranks from strength of 29 
officers and 738 other ranks, 
but it had taken the Great 
redoubt and captured a 
Russian gun position as 
depicted in the painting below 
by Mark Churms. 

The Russians were still not 
defeated and a close range 
fire fight took place along the 
summit until the Russians 
were over powered and 
routed. 

The Russians then tried to take 
the small port of Balaclava, 
and of course the now famous 
“charge of the light brigade”, 
but after this the British then 
tried to capture the town 
and Port of Sevastopol.
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This now takes us 
the the battle of 
Inker man also 
know as the 
soldiers battle? It 
was fought in poor 
visibility leading 
to small groups of 
men fighting desperate 
battles and the 95th 
were in the thick of it. 
As the Commanding 
officer had been wounded 
command now fell to a Major 
Champion the left wing and 
Major Hume the right wing 
of the regiment. The Russians 
attacked with 25,000 men and 
38 guns At one point in the 
battle the 95th (Derbyshire) 
and Grenadier Guards drove 
the Russians out of the 
Sandbag battery at bayonet 
point and both regiments 
colours flew within the 
earthworks. 
During another counter-
charge Major Champion 
was mortally wounded and 
Captain Davies took over his 
command. Below are typical 
uniforms worn during the 
Crimean War?
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It was now the 
saddest time for the 

regiment as it took up 
positions for the siege of 
Sevastopol, and many of 
these brave men were struck 
down with disease. During 
the winter of 1854-55. Disease 
took between 50 and 100 men 
a month by April 1855 there 
were only 100 men fit for duty. 
This lead to the 2nd brigade 
saying” There may be few of 
the 95th left, but those few 
are as hard as Nails” From this 
the regiment obtained the 
nickname “The Nails,” which 
stuck to them throughout the 
siege. Captain Davis had died 
of fever and so now Captain 
Massey was in command. 
During the summer of 1855 
reinforcements slowly arrived 
and by August Lieutenant-
Colonel Hume had taken 
command for the final 
attacks to break the siege 
of Sevastopol.

Fortunately 
the “Derbies “, 

were not heavily 
engaged in the costly 

assaults and after the 
Russians withdrew to the North 
side of Sevastopol another 
winter set in and by spring of 
1856 the war had come to an 
end. It is interesting to note at 
this point that 4 companies of 
the “Derbies” help dismantle 
the Russian guns that were 
brought back to England. Metal 
from these was used to cast 
Victoria Cross medals.  

The Regiment then briefly went 
to Ireland before being sent to 
South Africa, but they never 
arrived being diverted instead 
to India to take part in what we 
call “The Indian Mutiny” also 
known as the “Sepoy Rebellion”. 
The 95th Regiment of foot 
arrived in India in 1857 Over the 
next 16 months’ the marched 
over 3,000 miles across India 
and took part in 14 actions. 
Including Gwalior, Gowrie and 
won its first Victoria Cross at 
Rowan. It was during this time 
that the regiment adopted 
the mascot of the Ram which 
they found tethered outside a 
temple courtyard during the 
taking of Catha.   On the whole 
the regiment was lucky with 
only 67 killed and wounded, 
and they stayed in India until 
1870 when they returned back 
to England. 

Article written by 
Robin Piercy.

Medals and Battle honours 
awarded: 

Crimean War Medal and 
Indian Mutiny Medal Alma, 
Inker man, Sevastopol.

Central India.
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ANDREW THURMAN: the Rev. William Hope, Vicar of 
St. Peter’s Church from 1849 – 1888 wrote his memories 
of old Derby and recalled a time in 1781 when his great 
grandfather, Rev. Charles Stead Hope was the vicar of All 
Saints Church, Derby and his grandfather’s first cousin, 
John Hope was Mayor of Derby.

Even more:

Jottings about old Derby 
by Rev. William Hope
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In Full Street, or Fuller’s 
Street, stood Exeter 
House, at one time one 
of the residences of the 
Marquis of Exeter. As 
most of you know, this 
was the headquarters of 
Prince Charles Edward 
Stuart in 1745; and had 
he marched on towards 
London, as was his 
original intention, it is very 
problematical whether 
the House of Stuart or that 
of Brunswick would have 
now possessed the Throne 
of these Realms. 

S. Peter’s Vicarage stood in 
S. Peter’s Street, where the 
premises of Messrs. Dick, 
Wilkins, etc., now stand. Some 
years after I was presented 
to the living, I sold it, and 
with the consent of the then 
Bishop and patrons, built the 
present Vicarage House. One 
reason for my doing so was 
that I had then S. Peter’s and 
Normanton both to serve. I 
was anxious to have the house 
as equip-distant as possible 
from both Churches. It was a 
fine old house, and like many 
of the old houses in Derby, 

had a very lrandsome 
old oak staircase with 
alternate round and 
twisted balustrades. 
On taking down the 
old building, which 
had been added to, 
I was told that under 
one of the beams of 
the latest part were 
found several coins 
of the reign of Charles 
the second. 

My predecessors had 
been very careful 
to make very good 

and capacious cellarage 
underneath the house, and 
what was very remarkable, a 
stream of pure clean water 
flowed through one of them 
in the direction of Old S. 
Peter’s Well, which is still 
under the pavement near Mr. 
Peach’s premises in S. Peter’s 
Street. I always fancy the water 
came from the same spring 
that supplies S. Thomas’ 
A Becket’s well. 

I am under the impression 
that the old Vicarage abutted 
upon the churchyard, and 
has reason to believe that the 
space between the house and 
the church was from time to 
time encroached upon and 
built over.

I remember also the old 
hostelries called the Red and 
White Lion, in the Corn Market. 
The White Lion was a very 
picturesque looking gabled 
building, with stone-mullioned 
windows, one side fronting 
the Corn Market, the other 
facing south, overlooking the 
open brook, by the Brook-side, 
now Victoria Street. 

The entrance to the stables 
was over a wooden bridge 
leading from Victoria Street, 
opposite to Green Lane.

by Andrew Thurman

FIG 02:  ST. THOMAS A BECKET WELL, 
BECKET WELL LANE, DERBY

               (The Wood Family Collection 
circa 1960)

FIG 01:  EXETER HOUSE WAS AN EARLY 17TH CENTURY MANSION WAS 
DEMOLISHED IN 1854

FIG 03:   THE GRAND ROYAL HOTEL WAS 
BUILT IN THE 1830s ON THE SITE OF 
THE RED LION AND WHITE LION 
PUBLIC HOUSES ON THE CORNER 
OF ST. JAMES’ STREET
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Andrew Thurman: William Hope wrote his Jottings about 
Old Derby for the St. Peter’s Parish Magazine and he was 
the vicar of St. Peter’s in Derby from 1849 to 1888 when he 
died. He was looking back to 1781 when his grandfather, 
Rev. Charles Stead Hope was the vicar of All Saints Church, 
Derby and his grandfather’s first cousin, John Hope was 
Mayor of Derby.

His grandfather and his cousin the Mayor both attended 
Derby Grammar School, as did William Hope:

“ It is a curious fact that for three years, I was the 
only scholar of the Derby Grammar School, and 
the Rev. James Bligh the one Master. The present 
condition of the school, is happily different.”

Yet more jottings of Old 
Derby By Rev. William 
Hope Vicar / Rector of 
St Peter’s Derby 1849 – 1888

FIG 01:  DERBY SCHOOL REGISTER SHOWING WILLIAM HOPE 
WAS A PUPIL UNDER REV. BLIGH
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If William Hope had not 
attended the school it 
would have undoubtedly 
closed and his name, for 
this reason also deserves 
remembered.

SO YET MORE 
JOTTINGS ABOUT 
OLD DERBY
Then, there was the 
fine old mansion 
in the Wardwick 
belonging to 
the Jessop 
family, part of 
which now only 
remains; Becket 
Street runs 
through it and 
the old park that 
was behind it. 

There was also 
a curious old 
building on Sadler Gate Bridge, 
with an oaken mullioned 
window. According to tradition, 
a subterranean passage 
connected it with 
the College of All Saints.

I also remember several old 
wells-S. Peter’s Well, close by 

Mr. Peach’s, in S. Peter Street; 
one on the Osmaston Road, 
nearly opposite some lofty 
new houses, and another in 
Victoria Street ; with pumps  
placed over them Becket 
Well, with its quaint domed 
covering, still exists in Becket 
Weli Lane, as also does S. 
Alkmund’s Well’ there was 

also a spring, discharging 
from an iron lion’s 

mouth, at the 
bottom of 

Bradshaw 
Street. 

The old 
Grammar 
School still 
exists in 

S’ Peter’s 
Churchyard. 
I cannot help 
thinking that it 
was originally 
built on a part 

of the churchyard, because, 
after the death of the Rev’ J. 
Bligh, when the Corporation 
caused some repairs to be 
made to the flooring, many 
skeletons were discovered-
feet to the east ; and still 
more recently, when the 

present owners, 
the Liversage 
Charity Trustees, 
were laying down a 
new wooden floor, 
several skeletons 
were found under 
a plaster floor lower 
down; one or more 
were in an upright 
position, with what  
appeared to be 
quicklime spread 
around them ; and 
very many bones, 
which I saw myself. 

What forms now the School 
Play-ground is, undoubtedly, 
part of the old churchyard. 
I remember very well, after 
the death of Mr. Bligh, the 
ground being taken in’ it was 
an irregular transfer made 
between the parishioners of 
S. Peter’s and the Corporation 
of Derby for some buildings 
on Liversage  property in S. 
Peter’s Churchyard, but there 
was no faculty obtained. 

When I first knew the School, 
a narrow passage was railed 
off on both sides leading 
from S. Peter’s churchyard 
to the School-room. When 
the exchange was made, 
the churchyard now forming 
the play-ground was taken 
in, and buildings erected 
upon it, to do which bodies 
were removed I one body I 
particularly remember being 
removed, and also a grave 
being opened and a body 
discovered, which still rests 
there, and a head-stone 
still marks the spot. Before 
and since I have been vicar, 
several interments have 
taken place in this part’ In 
fact, the Faculty Plan of what 
is called the “New Ground” 
shows it completely.

by Andrew Thurman

FIG 03:  JACOBEAN HOUSE BUILT BY THE 
GISBOURN FAMILY C. 1611 WAS 
OCCUPIED BY A FORMER DERBY 
MAYOR (1840), FRANCIS JESSOPP 
(photo 1930s)

FIG 04:  ST. ALKMUNDS WELL 
DERBY 

FIG 02:  SOME NOTABLES OF 
DERBY GRAMMAR 
SCHOOL

FIG 05:  DEATH NOTICE IN THE DERBY MERCURY 20TH 
AUGUST 1834
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The Evans family were 
owners of the Manor of 
Parwich for 100 years 
from 1814-1914. The 
head of the family was 
Anthony who was a 
yeoman’s son and his 
wife Hannah an heiress 
who owned lands of 
lead and calamine 
(an ore of zinc used to 
make brass and copper). 
They had two sons named Thomas 
and George who later married Anne 
Nightingale. Their daughter Mary married 
William Shore. He subsequently changed 
his name to Nightingale in order to inherit 
his great uncle’s cotton mill. His daughter 
was the famous Florence Nightingale. 

As the Evans family created a village and 
the Boar’s Head mill, the challenge was 
to establish a hard-working and loyal 
workforce for the agricultural land. 
The men,women and children all 
worked in the cotton mill with 80 
people working at the Paper Mill. 

The Evans Family: 
Pious yet Pioneering
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As the cottages were well-built, the rent 
was charged at 3d (pence) to 1/6 (1 shilling 
6 pence circa 1840) per week which is 
around £0.76 to £4.53 in today’s money. 

To provide an incentive, there was a 
milking cow for all employees for free, 
and a pigsty. Food such as meat and 
vegetables as well as coal for fireplaces 
was also subsided. 

As a general rule, medical treatment was 
deemed free but was actually taken from 
wages through fines in order to fund this 
service. Back in 1840 these fines were 
administered for several reasons. These 
included lateness to work, low quality 
workmanship, swearing, being intoxicated, 
and parents refusing to take their children 
to Sunday school. 

The Evans family therefore were the 
early pioneers in industrial relations, 

with strong Christian yet over restrictive 
ethics and beliefs. However, there is clear 
evidence to suggest that overall they 
provided a stable income and cared about 
the well-being of their workforce. 

The village of Darley Abbey back in 1840 
was also one of the first to provide it’s own 
sewage disposal system. The Evans family 
also provided free lime to be used to 
paint the cottages which kept the villagers 
healthier. In addition, land was provided 
for sports such as football and cricket, 
whilst a safe part of the river bank was 
used as a bathing beach. 

Sources:  www.parwichhistory.com 
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk

Article written by: Tahnee Wadforth.

Images courtesy of:
Barrie Lockwood, Darley Abbey History Group. 
Derby Evening Telegraph.
Derby Local Studies Library 
and Derby Museums and Art Galleries.
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Images courtesy of:
Barrie Lockwood, 
Darley Abbey History Group. 
Derby Evening Telegraph.
Derby Local Studies Library 
and Derby Museums and Art Galleries.
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Darley Abbey
V I L L A G E  S T O R E S

NEWSAGENT, OFF LICENCE 
AND GENERAL STORE

OPEN 
7 DAYS

7a Abbey Lane, Darley Abbey  |  Tel: 01332 551247

An excellent range of wines and beers 
and local produce including honey and ice-cream

Stockists for:
 ■ Darley Abbey Cider Company
 ■ White Peak Distillery
 ■ Bluebell Dairy Ice Creams
 ■ Shiny Brewery     
 ■ Derby Brewing Company 

 ■ English Wine Project
 ■ Barry Fitch Butchers
 ■ Darley Abbey Wines
 ■ Derbyshire Oatcakes 

and Pyclets

Homemade cakes, 
sandwiches and savouries 
now available to take away

Now serving freshly 
ground coffee and hot 
chocolate to take away

Images courtesy of:
Barrie Lockwood, 
Darley Abbey History Group. 
Derby Evening Telegraph.
Derby Local Studies Library 
and Derby Museums and Art Galleries.
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Long Eaton Glass Ltd GALLERY

11 Broad Street, Long Eaton NG10 1JH

      Tel: 01159 730 725 
Email: sales@longeatonglass.co.uk 
  Web: www.longeatonglassltd.co.uk      
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RepairMyMeterBox

RepairMyMeterBox

Offering simple cost effective solutions to repairing your Electric 
or Gas Meter box so do get in touch whatever your query.

Call: 0115 8882600 
or email: info@repairmymeterbox.com

All our products are purchased in the UK 
and we firmly believe in using local 
businesses to support our dispatching, 
packaging and purchasing of materials.

Did you know that your 
meter boxes are the 
responsibility of the 
homeowner? They are 
part of the fabric of the 
building, so any repairs 
or maintenance is at 
the cost of the property 
owner.

To replace your meter box it 
can cost hundreds of pounds 
as in most cases you need to 
remove the Electric or Gas 
meter. Many believe your 
energy supplier will fix the 
meter box but this is rarely 
the case.

Did you know that if you’re 
Electric or Gas Meter needs 
replacing or upgraded to a 
SMART meter the work won’t 
commence unless your meter 
box is in a good state of repair?

Is your meter box 
looking tired or 
tatty? 
Established in 2015 
repairmymeterbox is a family 
business owned and operating 
in Derby. We offer a wide range 
of meter box repair solutions 
which you can easily complete 
yourself with the support of 
our handy online help guides. 
We set up this business as the 
demand for meter box repairs 
grew and pride ourselves on 
customer excellence delivering 
high quality products 
anywhere in the UK.

We believe in offering a simple 
effective service where you 
can talk or email an individual 
for advice. If we haven’t got 
a product listed, we will 
always try and find a perfect 
solution for your gas or electric 
meter box.
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Spot the Ball Answers
How well did you do?

3

21

Derby Evening Telegraph and www.picturethepast.org.uk

Derby Evening Telegraph and www.picturethepast.org.uk

Derby Evening Telegraph and www.picturethepast.org.uk

The Strand
Until 1837 a 29 metre wide Markeaton 
Brook flowed openly through the 
centre of Derby flowing under 
Sadlergate Bridge, St James’ Bridge 
and St Peters’ Bridge. In Tudor times 
the brook was also the town Sewer. 
The area where Victoria St is now was 
called Brookside and was culverted 
in 1837 and called Queen Victoria’s 
Walk. The area where the Strand is 
now remained open until railway 
magnate and multi millionaire Sir 
Abraham Woodiwiss bought the 
land on both sides of the brook 
from Sadlergate Bridge to St James’ 
Bridge with a plan to enhance the 
ever growing town centre with a 
new street, by culverting the brook 
and creating a magnificent line of 
classical stone buildings.

The name Strand was inspired by 
the street of the same name in 
London originally following the line 
of the Thames Beach or STRAND. 
Like the Thames the Markeaton 
Brook was prone to flooding causing 
serious problems for the inhabitants 
and shopkeepers in the Strand and 
other parts of central Derby.

Woodiwiss also created the Strand 
Arcade in 1880 in imitation of 
Burlington Arcade in London.

DRBY004731 The Strand Derby 1939 - 
Courtesy of Derby City Council 
and www.picturethepast.org.uk
Floral decorations at the junction 
of St James Street, The Wardwick 
and The Strand for Queen Victoria’s 
visit in 1891.
Courtesy of Derby Telegraph.
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When I was a boy growing up in a small town 
in Warwickshire, I had a head of hair not 
unlike the colour of the wheat ripening in 
the fields a short cycle ride from my home. 
An unremarkable feature of my looks... until 
that is, my parents put me in for a Cycling 
Proficiency Test taking place at a local school 
during the summer holidays.
Now, aside from the fact that I was not 
overwhelmed by the prospect of having to 
undergo any kind of test, when I had already 
had my fill in the final term at  junior school, 
perspiring profusely through the purgatory of 
sitting the 11-plus examination, not only that, 
but what is infinitely worse, I had to borrow 
my sister’s bicycle to take part in the course.

A girl’s bicycle was obviously 
a GIRL’S bicycle in the days 
when girls and boys could 
be told apart. The frame was 
all parallel lines, not a manly, 
comforting triangle.

Visions of the 11-plus maths 
paper threw up the ghastly 
difference between Isosceles 
and Parallelogram. It was all 
Greek to me.

I was beside myself. But what 
could I do? The course was 
paid for, my parents expected 
me to do my duty ( I was, after 
all, a Boy Scout ) and the day 
dawned without the hint of a 
kindly hurricane to keep me 
in the bosom of my family.

The school gates opened like 
the jaws of a Great White 
Shark welcoming a nibble of 
swimmer’s limb, and I was 
hauled in by The Instructor.

‘Hello Blondie’, he rasped, to the 
great amusement of assorted 
novice pedallers. Shy to an 
extent that not even the Oxford 
English Dictionary could have 
anticipated when describing 
the word, I blushed from the 
base camp of my neck, to the 
snowy summit of my scalp.

Hair Today, 
Gone Tomorrow.

by 
Neal 

Williams
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Many a time have I swept 
across a tennis court 
wielding my trusty wooden 
Fort Dunlop Maxply, my 
opponents defeated before 
they have even begun, so 
striking is the similarity, so 
subtly familiar the skill.

Yes, this matter of being 
blond is not to be sniffed at.

Indeed, I am beginning to 
regret the hairs that have 
gone, never to return, and to 
grow inordinately fond of the 
hairs which have remained 
loyal to the scalp which 
brought them into this world.

So you see, what begins 
as an embarrassment, 
an intolerable burden, an 
inescapable sense of shame, 
can be turned to your 
advantage. It can become a 
source of comfort, strength, 
and infinite value.

It is simply a question of how 
you look at it.

What starts out as a problem, 
becomes an opportunity.

The fact that I have spent 
most of my working life 
wearing a wig is another 
story,  for another day.

For now, all you need to know 
is that I AM HERE TO HELP 
YOU to turn your problem 
into an OPPORTUNITY.

Enjoy the Spring, 
Neal Williams.

Neal Williams 
neal.m.w.13@gmail.com

07870 759426 
01332 409096

When I say ‘ blushed, ‘ I mean 
the red of a Ferrari sports car, 
the red of a sun-dried tomato, 
the red of a Nottingham 
Forest shirt dipped in the 
blood of Brian Clough.

But I held my ground, 
wobbled my way between 
the bollards, stuck out my 
arm  to signal left and right, 
with a bit of middle  to add 
interest, and found my way 
back to the beginning, to 
stand proud as the badge 
of honour was pinned 
precariously  to my pigeon 
swollen breast. The roads of 
England beckoned.

And yet, the shame of that 
greeting haunts me still.

Of course, a little later in 
life, ‘Blondie’ came to mean 
something altogether 
different, and to cause within 
me feelings of a nature not 
fit to grace the unblemished 
pages of this learned journal.

Suffice it to say, my dreams 
were no longer of Action 
Man’s adventures, or of 
building up the finest 
collection of Esso’s 1970 
World Cup coins.

As it happens, my blondness 
brought me a kindred 
connection with two sporting 
heroes.

Because of a long family 
tradition stretching back 
to the early days of the 
Football League, my father 
took me often to a certain 
football ground to watch 
and cheer on a club which 
now numbers amongst 
its supporters, a wayward 

classical and jazz violinist, 
and a future King of England

Playing for the team was 
a striker called Gary Shaw. 
He was dashing, he scored 
memorable goals, AND HE 
WAS BLOND. Yes, I donned 
my replica kit, imagined 
myself in his boots, and, 
yes, I scored at least as 
many goals, which the 
commentator (me) described 
with an enthusiasm not 
even John Motson could 
have bettered.

It is enough to say that my 
left foot is now mounted on 
a plinth in the Football Hall of 
Fame in Accrington Stanley.

And then there was Boris. 
The tennis player,( not our 
dearly beloved, ‘Man of The 
Moment’, Winston Churchill 
impersonating leader of men, 
with a mind as decisive and 
clear cut as his hair ).

No. Boris Becker. He who 
strutted onto the Wimbledon 
stage like a young warrior 
in a tale by Homer. He who 
flung himself about the 
pampered sward of Centre 
Court, as if every stroke of his 
racket was a hammer blow 
struck by Thor.

Yes, the ground shook 
beneath his feet, he 
conquered all, and HE WAS 
BLOND, AND HE WAS LEFT 
HANDED. Just like me. 
Could it be, that when I was 
out in the public eye, I was 
mistaken for Boris Becker? 
Or can it be that when he 
was out in public, he was 
mistaken for me?

For a chat to discuss your needs, in confidence, please do not hesitate to contact me:

By landline on: 01332 409096
By mobile phone on: 07870 759426

By e-mail at: neal.m.w.13@gmail.com
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St Mary’s Gate, Derby.
Artist unknown. 
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Is your business in 
good shape for the 

post-Covid recovery?

This pandemic has impacted 
economies around the world 
with the worst downturn in 
living memory.  
It is in these challenging times that innovation 
comes to the fore; the restaurants who 
switched their business to take-away services, 
traditional businesses that rely on face-to-face 
contact developing innovative digital solutions 
to connect with their customers. We have seen 
business transformation projects that normally 
have a duration measured in years, delivered 
in weeks. All of these initiatives were brought 
about by necessity to keep businesses alive.  
But look around now.  The vaccine rollout is 
running at an astonishing pace, and politicians 
are talking about the irreversible lifting of 
restrictions. The economic recovery post-
lockdown is going to be big and rapid. Is your 
business ready to capitalise?

When focus is on keeping the business going, 
it is difficult to think strategically.  Plus, there 
is a tendency to grasp at any solution to the 
problems your business faces. We see time 
and time again businesses who have had a 
problem leap for IT solutions or recruit more 
and more resources to bolster inefficient 
processes.

Slawson Associates is small organisation with 
lots of experience in working with clients on 
strategy and delivery, to arrive at results. Clients 
include Disney, B&Q, Marks and Spencer, and 
Jaguar Land Rover, to name but a few. We now 
concentrate on small to medium companies 
bringing this wealth of experience into every 
engagement we undertake.

We recognise that it is not straightforward to 
see the value in consultancy. This is why we 
offer a full day workshop with you and your 
management team, entirely free of charge.  

If, between your intimate knowledge of your 
business and your market, combined with 
our best practice experience, we cannot 
identify potential opportunities and solutions 
to your business issues in that time it is fair 
to say you don’t need our services.

Typically, when we do this exercise we often 
identify so many that a prioritisation has to take 
place and that forms the basis for your own 
business transformation strategy. We will help 
you build a business case for each initiative, 
not just on a financial basis, but your brand, 
reputation, service levels, and integrity too.

My name is Clive Slawson. I am 
the Managing Director of Slawson 
Associates. Please email me directly at 
clive.slawson@slawsonassociates.co.uk 
or give me a call on my mobile 
07789 637497 and let’s have a virtual 
coffee to talk about getting your 
business into shape.



CONTACT US
Wirksworth Heritage Centre 

31 St John’s Street 
Wirksworth 

Matlock 
DE4 4DS

E. info@wirksworthheritagecentre.org 
T. 01629 707000

The Heritage Centre and Webster’s café are on 
the corner of St John St and the ancient St Mary’s 
Gate. (Courtesy of Caroline Bridges photography)

For current details of opening and events, please visit 
wirksworthheritage.co.uk and our Facebook page

Wirksworth Heritage Centre – 
Rhinos, Romans and Revival

The small market town of 
Wirksworth, nestling at the 
head of the Ecclesbourne 
valley on the edge of the 
Peak national park, is a 
place of constant surprises 
and wonder.

Its new Heritage Centre, backed by 
the National Lottery Heritage Fund, 
has created a new brand museum 
on the town’s main St John Street. In 
the words of writer and broadcaster 
Matthew Parris, who opened the 
Centre in April 2019, ‘I was astonished 

at how much - Tardis-like - it has to 
offer. As a cultural centre and place 
to meet, it’s so much more than many 
towns of Wirksworth’s size can boast’.

Dating back to the 1600s, the 
building served as a curriers in the 
18th century, before becoming 
in the mid 1800s the home and 
workplace for the Webster dynasty 
of builders and decorators until the 
late 1980s. The new award winning 
exhibitions explore various aspects 
of Wirksworth’s rich history; the old 

industries of lead 
mining, limestone 
quarrying and 
textiles, as well 
as the lives of 
the people of the town.  It’s clearly a ‘must visit’ once 

pandemic conditions allow, and in 
the meantime, the dedicated team 
of staff and volunteers are running a 
range of historic and arts events on 
line at wirksworthheritage.co.uk.

As well as scattered fragments of Roman life, 
Wirksworth was scene of the discovery in 1822 
of the complete fossilised skeleton of a woolly 
rhino. This story forms part of the permanent 
exhibitions, but some of the actual bones will 
also feature in a forthcoming special exhibition.

With the decline in traditional industries, 
Wirksworth slipped into a timewarp, allowing 
many older buildings to stand, while they 
gently decayed.

Stonemasons at Middleton-by-Wirksworth 
around 1930. The town and its surrounding 
villages were characterised by heavy manual 
trades and farming, but it was also home 
to the production of the world-famous ‘red 
tape’ and Marsden’s amazing emporium of 
ironmongery and tin implements.

The T’owd man image 
of a medieval lead 
miner, set into the wall 
of St Mary’s church, has 
now become an icon of 
the Wirksworth area.

A visit to Wirksworth isn’t complete without 
exploring the narrow streets and alleys, the 
pattern of which dates back to the middle 
ages, a time when the town was possibly the 
county’s second town.


